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The more that flows through your tap, the harder it gets to tap into more

By Monte Pilulsen

The Earth is covered with water—about 344 million cubic miles of it. And none is ever lost. There is the same amount floating around today as there was the day the Earth was born. It flows from the mountains to the sea, where a fraction of it evaporates and returns in clouds.

Within the last century, the world has been equipped with another system of moving water around: plumbing. In this world it’s easy to take water for granted: just turn the knob, and there it is. In most instances, gallons are used to wash away—ounces. Flush and forget.

But water is being flushed downstream faster than the Earth is bringing it back upstream. So while there is water everywhere, less and less of it is fit to drink. The world is not running out of water. It is running out of clean water.

Water shortages and water pollution flow from the same source: if we didn’t muck it up, we could reuse it; if we didn’t use so much in the first place, the oceans could clean it for us.

Saving water solves both problems. Easily wasted, it can easily be saved.

Ten things you can do to save water. See page 7.
**VIEWS**

**Sexitist, shallow, callous...**

I really shouldn’t be surprised. The latest D.L. is another nonsensically pseudo-sexist rant. Apparently you are not aware of the “Celebrated Renee’s” 2/26/90 story in which a woman wasSEALED to the center of the country named “R.N.L.”

Perhaps it was named after Sally Selby, but I doubt it. It’s aashing example of the type of man women want to avoid like the plague. Shave, shave, shave, and we all like to see it, he expropriates all the degrading elements experienced by so many men. It’s innocent only in looks and we, and hasn’t the courage to talk or write women, it is a transvestite. It says, “If you cut off a woman’s阴蒂, you will lose your inner-eyes.” Shave, shave, shave, and we all like to see it...

But when it comes right down to it, what you really need is a woman. To qualify, just open a Bonus Banking account. Only the bonus gives you an annual rate annual percent.

That’s what Bonus Banking is all about: more bank for your bucks. From personal observation it is more bank for your bucks. From personal observation it is...

**angered and disturbed by ads**

You recall “Ladies for Big Boys”? Foraged and disturbed it makes you feel as if your paper is in effective, and the ad itself amazing. I am of the opinion that you also have been offended by some of the personal ads that were obviously and solely soliciting sex. Do we really need to be bombarded with advertisements for sexual gratification? Is it really done in my mind lower the quality of your paper, your paper? I live in Maine for a reason, more whine... and I don’t want to see these ads. Include it because I have the quality of ads. Let those who see these ads and see it and want to advertise their other paper similar to this report and your opinion on the subject.

Mary Di Paola

**“The letest read undeadified!!!”**

I must with interest the article in the CBW relative to “Dog Walker” and the Women’s Center of Maine (2/19/90). Apparently the women-ness minority of concerned citizens has taken exception to a suggestion that the country is either a failure in what is a crucial task in a community. For example, you are not aware of how they are doing for their dogs. Under the circumstances Superintendant of the Women’s Center of Maine and is a failure within the law and acting correctly when he accuses the Women’s Center against reparations. It might be pointed out that this country is not a peculiar part.

For many women advocates have gone on record and ignored at Women’s Center because what would otherwise have been observed or unreported by “Dog Walker”? They are so uncommonly well-written, but do not have the full support of personal ads.

Bruce Campbell are... a great night club. A perfect dance place. a

*Dress Code

*No Cover Charge • Dress Code Strictly Enforced

Think of it as Morning Radio for grownups.

Jim Crocker and Bruce Campbell are Portland’s favorite morning radio team. Why? Because they give you a grown up perspective on the events and issues of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine’s best news staff, award-winning sponsors, the most accurate weather forecast, the country’s only “Sahi Walkers,” and the most comprehensive news service.

Portland Regency Health Club

20 MILK ST. • OLD PORT 871-7054

**SALUTES**

A great night club. A perfect dance place. A

**Bay Weekly**

Portland 20 Milk Street, Portland

**SPTING INTO FITNESS! EARLY BIRD SPECIALS OFF-PeAK HOURS & WEEKENDS**

FEATURING CLASSICS: Tanie, Thighs, Butts & Bolly All Male Aerobics

**8 VISITS ONLY $25**

GET READY FOR YOUR SPRING VACATION!

Portland Regency Health Club

20 Milk St. • Old Port 871-7054

**FRIENDLY HOURS**

**OFF-PEAK HOURS**

**MEMBERSHIPS**

$35/50 (3 mos), $65/95 (6 mos)

**SPECIALS**

$25/35 (3 mos), $40/55 (6 mos)

**ATTENDANCE**

2x6 Construction, HW Baseboard Heat,

**LOW COST**

Regency

Foundation. Price subject to change every 6 mos.

**FACILITIES**

Cure the Business Blues! TEX-MEX NIGHT

Monday & Tuesday: Cozy the Rode House Bistro 8:30-12:00

Wednesday: TUESDAY NIGHT

Thursday: LAMBS NIGHT & $5.00 Hot Dog Thursdays 6:30-12:00

Friday: ENJOY HAPPY HOUR 

Saturday: 20% OFF all wooly winter garb

Sunday: 

COME PARTY AT THE BURKET TUESDAY 8:30-12:30

Monday: LAMBS NIGHT & $5.00 Hot Dog Thursdays 6:30-12:00

Tuesday: ENJOY HAPPY HOUR 

Thursday: LAMBS NIGHT & $5.00 Hot Dog Thursdays 6:30-12:00

Friday: ENJOY HAPPY HOUR 

Saturday: 20% OFF all wooly winter garb

Sunday: 

**CGR**

542-2828 • TUESDAY

871-1827 • FAX 626-2217

**CGR**

542-2828 • TUESDAY

871-1827 • FAX 626-2217

**CGR**

542-2828 • TUESDAY

871-1827 • FAX 626-2217
Updates

Portland sewer rates go up $100

Portland plans to raise an average of $100 a year for most of the Portland Water District's (PWD) 20,000 households, in an effort to cut the $14 million deficit in its budget. The increase will be the first in 12 years.

The rate hike comes after months of costly sewerage improvements required by the Maine Department of Environmental Protection. Taylor said the PWD had to truck 100 cubic yards of sludge a day to a dump in Rockport. On top of that, the PWD is now seeking $7 million for ventilation systems, storage, and Greg Ganger of South Portland. Ganger has 20 and 30 percent, and he's trying to get even more shares. According to a spokesmodel, none that would have the increase until the Maine Public Utilities Commission review the rate change. He predicts that the PWD and Ganger are not yet in agreement with the decision and will review it. "They can't lose money and the way to do it is to pass it on to the consumer," Ganger said. At press time, Ganger had 200 signatures. He said he hopes March 23rd is the day it is decided.

Great Northern, G-P to merge

After a four-month period of pitting a takeover from Georgia-Pacific Corp. of Atlanta, Ga., Great Northern Yankee Corp. agreed to sell off Feb. 20, won over by a $5.3 billion offer. Great Northern rejected the earlier $4.5 billion offer that indicated Great Northern might sell off its operations.

The deal would be to vary the interest in Maine. Georgia Pacific would own 41 percent of the merged company. The New York Times reported that Great Northern would own 30 percent of the merged company.

Snow's chowder moves to Jersey

The Pine Pine company that makes Snow's New England chowder will be sold. Snow's said that the move will be to New Jersey.

The company was founded in 1940 by John Snow, who was a Veteran of World War II. The company has been making chowder since 1940 and has been selling it in airports since 1950.

Historic preservation law passed

During the final two-year deliberations by the planning commission and the Portland City Council, Portland has finally passed a historic preservation law. "We worked very well together," said Councilor Robert A. G. Monks, chairman of the city's planning commission.

The city has not yet established a leadership role in protecting its historic districts and some neighborhoods, but the city is considering a number of measures to protect the city's historic districts.

"Historic preservation is only a small part of the city's vision," said Councilor Robert A. G. Monks. "The city's plan is to revitalize the city's historic districts and some neighborhoods, and the city has not yet established a leadership role in protecting the city's historic districts. Historic preservation is only a small part of the city's vision, and the city's plan is to revitalize the city's historic districts and some neighborhoods. Historic preservation is only a small part of the city's vision, and the city's plan is to revitalize the city's historic districts and some neighborhoods.

Cops keep "drug paraphernalia"

Vince: Dr. DeFlorio wouldn't get the $28,000 worth of paraphernalia during the Portland Police Department's recent raid of the Portland Police Department.

"It's a small town in Maine, and we're not dealing with too much," said Dr. DeFlorio. "It's a small town in Maine, and we're not dealing with too much. It's a small town in Maine, and we're not dealing with too much.

WEIRD NEWS:

-Windsor, Ontario. reports said crocodiles are cluttering its new sewage treatment system. Officials say more crocodiles are cluttering the system. They have been seen in the River Fox, at a Big Gator bakery, an actor in the River Fox, and even in the Little River sewage plant, which serves a stretch of Windsor and four adjacent communities.

Portland real estate developer Robert C. Shand, a new developer, is also available.

Maine National Bank is the biggest bank in New England. The bank has $3.7 billion in assets, including a credit card company and a number of small businesses.
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DOWN THE DRAIN

Until the late '70s, almost all wastewater in Canada and the United States was untreated. Now there are nine sewage treatment plants that have been put up. Of these 300,000, sewage discharge continues to mount unwantedly. This is a continuing environmental disaster that results in pollution. It is an ongoing problem that cannot be solved overnight, as many people think. We need to start thinking about these problems before they become too big to handle.

Upstream: nonpoint pollution

Nonpoint pollution refers to pollutants that are dispersed over a wide area, as opposed to point sources that are concentrated in one location. Nonpoint sources include agriculture, forestry, mining, and urban areas. These sources can cause significant environmental problems, such as runoff from roads, fields, and other areas.

The Agricultural Industry

Agriculture is one of the largest sources of nonpoint pollution in the United States. The use of fertilizers and pesticides can lead to runoffs that contaminate nearby waterways. This can cause problems such as eutrophication, which is an overgrowth of algae that can reduce oxygen levels in the water and harm aquatic life.

The Urban Environment

Urbanization is also a significant source of nonpoint pollution. The construction of roads, parking lots, and buildings can lead to increased runoff from stormwater. This runoff can carry pollutants such as oil, grease, and sediment, which can contaminate nearby waterways.

Downstream: point source pollution

Point source pollution refers to pollutants that are released from specific locations, such as industrial facilities, sewage treatment plants, and power plants. These sources can cause serious environmental problems, such as water pollution and air pollution.

The Industrial Sector

Industrial facilities can release large amounts of pollutants into the environment. This can include pollutants such as mercury, lead, and arsenic, which can contaminate nearby waterways and ecosystems.

The Municipal Sector

Sewage treatment plants are responsible for treating wastewater from homes and businesses. However, these plants can also release pollutants into the environment if they are not properly maintained.

The Residential Sector

The use of water in households can also contribute to pollution. This includes pollutants such as lead, copper, and zinc, which can leach from pipes and become a part of the water supply.

Ten things you can do to save water:

1. Use a high-efficiency toilet. These toilets use less water per flush and can save a significant amount of water over time.

2. Fix leaks. A small leak can waste a lot of water over time. Fixing leaks can help conserve water and reduce your water bill.

3. Use water-efficient fixtures. Water-efficient fixtures, such as low-flow toilets and faucets, can help conserve water and reduce your water bill.

4. Install a water-efficient showerhead. A low-flow showerhead can help conserve water and reduce your water bill.

5. Use a water-efficient dishwasher. Water-efficient dishwashers use less water per cycle and can help conserve water.

6. Use a water-efficient washing machine. Water-efficient washing machines use less water per cycle and can help conserve water.

7. Use a water-efficient irrigation system. Water-efficient irrigation systems can help conserve water and reduce your water bill.

8. Use a water-efficient lawn. A water-efficient lawn can help conserve water and reduce your water bill.

9. Use a water-efficient garden. A water-efficient garden can help conserve water and reduce your water bill.

10. Use a water-efficient bathroom. Water-efficient bathrooms can help conserve water and reduce your water bill.

These are just a few of the many things you can do to save water. By making small changes in your daily life, you can help conserve water and reduce your water bill.
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Rock & roll confidential
by Dave Marsh

Splitting the hair of the dog
Fluffy metal gets more popular every day, it seems to have a positive effect on the tough music scene as a whole. Yet there's no simple answer, it's growing in any way it can in the cutthroat business. But it's no secret that it's more popular than ever. Metal head with a friendly face, and so many fans, too, the music is often grouped into one category. That would be a mistake.

This special issue is intended to explore the world of heavy metal, what makes it so popular, and how it's changing. We'll look at some of the key players in the scene, from bands like Metallica and Slayer to solo artists like Dave Mustaine of Megadeth.

Metallica is huge, but even Zakk Wylde's not almost enough to change the culture. But now some segregation is certainly happening. There are many different scenes within the metal world, and each has its own distinct sound and style. From thrash to death metal, there's something for everyone in this issue.

The history of metal is long and complicated, from its roots in the late 1960s and early 1970s through to the present day. From KISS to Metallica, we'll take a look at how metal has evolved over the years, and how it's continuing to evolve today.

We'll also explore the current state of the metal scene, from the bands who are making the most noise to the独立 acts who are pushing the boundaries of what metal can be. From the UK's chronic scene to the metal scene in the US, we'll cover it all.

So whether you're a metalhead or just curious about this fascinating music scene, this issue is for you. Read on and discover more about the rock & roll world of metal.
The subject of a recent article by Nancy May, director of Women's Studies at Bowdoin College, at 12 noon in USM Lubar Center, Portland. May, who is a summer resident of Bar Harbor, Maine, has written 13 books of art and cultural criticism. Today's talk will compare "a woman's view of Ghana" with the work of Ghanaian American women artists and" other works by Ghanaian American women artists." May lipar, director of Women's Studies and New England Studies program at USM and the General Theological Center of Maine, will give an open to the public. For more information, call 725-4626.


Spring, unfortunately, is a new way of dressing. In addition to his new look, David is still suffering from the effects of the war and David's sister is still living with the ghosts of an unhappy love affair. Performances are Thursday at 7:30 and Saturday at 5 p.m. through March 10. Tickets are $6. For more information, call 768-5833.

The Children's Theater of Maine presents its production of "The Velveteen Rabbit," a play based on the book by Margery Williams. Tickets are $8, $10, and $14 and $16. For more information, call 775-4626

The CASCO BAY WEEKLY CALENDAR: 10 DAYS AND MORE WAYS TO BE INFORMED, GET INVOLVED AND STAY AMUSED.
**CBW LISTINGS**

**SILVER SCREEN**

*Easy to Kill*

White writing this week's cover story, I had planned by experience sharpful promotional. As usual, I plan to write the sigma of young, and asked for a ticket to *What's Where* the opening night of new theater of the town. The time is set for the screening of new movies, and the program is ready to be the right one. The audience is ready to enjoy the experience of seeing new movies, and the atmosphere is set for the screening of new movies, and the program is ready to be the right one.

**What's Where**

- **General Cinema**
  - Movie: *The Devil's Advocate*
  - Date: March 3

- **Maine Theater**
  - Movie: *What's Where* the opening night of new theater of the town.
  - Date: March 3

**Silver Screen**

- **Maine Theater**
  - Movie: *What's Where* the opening night of new theater of the town.
  - Date: March 3

**CLUBS**

**THURSDAY 3.1**

- **Michael Mortensen (jazz)**
- **Dupree's (jazz)**
- **The Boardroom (rock)**
- **The Bushy's (rock)**

**WEDNESDAY 3.7**

- **The Jersey Lister Band (rock)**
- **The Plank (rock)**
- **The Boardroom (rock)**

**CONCERTS**

**THURSDAY 3.1**

- **Colin Roach**

**FRIDAY 3.2**

- **Walker & The Music Man**

**SATURDAY 3.3**

- **The Barnes Youth Band**

**SUNDAY 3.4**

- **Evan Markoff**

**UPCOMING**

**MONDAY 3.5**

- **Musician Jam Sessions**

**TUESDAY 3.6**

- **Bob Sodano**

**SUN.DAY 3.4**

- **Songage**

**THE MOON**

ONE-SIXTH THE GRAVITY OF REGULAR CLUBS

**UPCOMING**

**MONDAY, MARCH 5 - HOSPITALITY NIGHT**

$1.00 OFF every drink with proof of employment at any restaurant, bar or hotel.

**PLUS**

- **Happy Hour**
- **Music & Dancing**

**UNCLE BILLY'S SOUTH END, BAR & QUE**

**TREAT YOURSELF TO A BOOM SHANKA RECORD RELEASE PARTY**

**THURSDAY, MARCH 5**

**MY THREE SONS**

**BEGINNING MARCH 4**

**CONCERTS AT THE PEPPERCLUB**

**SUN. APRIL 4**

**THE JERSEY LISTER BAND**

**THE MIGHTY RKMONO**

**HEALING CULTURE**

**TUESDAY, APRIL 7**

**LES DUDER**

**TUESDAY, APRIL 7**

**THE OLD FATHER OF ROGER DERRIER**

**WINSTON GREEN**

**SKA ROCKS BAND**

**SUN., APRIL 4**

**TUESDAY, APRIL 7**

**MUSIC & DANCING 7 NIGHTS A WEEK**

**THE MOON DANCE CLUB**

**724 FOREST ST.**

**772-1983**
RECORDS, TAPES & CDs

RECORDS
Michelob Light - by far the best beer! Here's to the New York Yankees!

TAPES
"Blowout of a Century" - 774-4446

GIFT CERTIFICATE drawing, March 15
Weekly飞 to Happy Hours Mon. to Fri.

A MARGARITAVILLE

A Mexican Restaurant
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
Fabulous Food • Margaritas
Just walk in from any of the world's best brewer

I Bet You Didn't Know

by the world's best brewer - Anchor Breach. Can you

Light Up the Night!
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Michele Sun.
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Eddris Shoe Event!!

SPECIAL SALE... the most comfortable shoe you'll ever wear... handmade for us in New York to our specifications and available now, for a limited time, at 30% savings!

Only at Amaryllis Clothing Co.

41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101

772-4439

BPS PHOTO Express

FILM DEVELOPING SALE! Reprints & Enlargements 20% OFF

Offer expires Tuesday, April 1st. Limit 50 reprints per customer. No other offer applies. 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed.

FREE FILM plus FREE 2nd SET OF PRINTS.

Everyday of the Easter holiday.

The BIG DEAL!

FUTON CLEARANCE

SAVE 20% AND MORE OFF ORIGINAL PRICES

Premium Foam Core Futons Limited Quantities

Originally New

Twin...39" x 75"...$127.20
Fall...54" x 75"...$143.20
Queen...60" x 80"...$159.20

20% OFF Cotton/Wood Futons

Fall...39"...$97.20
Queen...$119.20
Just 10!

20%-40% OFF Smudged Futons Twins, Fulls & Queens at excellent values! White quantities last.

FUTON FURNITURE

A Maine Owned Company

621 Forest Avenue near Woodfords Corner, Portland, Maine 04105

871-0578

One Great Beer Deserves Another.

Quality that's always been the trademark of Busch Beer. And now, that quality continues with new Busch Light.

Together this family of all natural beers gives you the fifth largest selling beer in America and new cold filtered Busch Light for America's fast growing light beer market.

New Busch Light is the perfect addition to our already strong family of Anheuser-Busch products.

Make room for Busch and new Busch Light. Because one great beer deserves another.

Another great beer distributed by: National Distributors, Inc., South Portland, ME 04106

FUTON FURNITURE

A Maine Owned Company

621 Forest Avenue near Woodfords Corner, Portland, Maine 04105

871-0578

Trust the Pros at BPS Photo Express
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